TeX

TeX is a compiled typesetting language for producing beautiful books and articles, as well as PowerPoint-like presentations, letters, business cards, and other kinds of documents. TeX is especially adept at typesetting complicated mathematics.

Current Version: 3

Type of License
Open Source
Expiration Date: N/A

Install the Software
Visit the TEX Community Support Page.

Brandeis also has a site license to Lynda.com, which provides online learning on a wide variety of software titles, including this one. For more information, please visit the Lynda.com knowledge base article.

Get Support
Visit the TEX Community Support Page.

Useful websites
TeX Wikibooks - a Wikibooks page that gives a simple basics on the TeX language.
Introduction to TeX - another page that more thoroughly explains how to use TeX.
Getting Started with TeX - a website from the TeX Users Group page with various resources to begin with TeX.
TeX StackExchange - an open forum of TeX users where you can ask questions and find solutions to your TeX problems.